
Marketing 
Mix 
Modeling
Solutions A future-proof solution to 

marketing measurement 
across channels

The deprecation of third-party cookies due to increasing privacy regulations is driving a new revolution in marketing 
measurement. Are you prepared for the shift?

Marketing mix modeling (MMM) is a statistical analysis that 
details the relative impact of different conversion drivers 
and in a complete measurement framework, MMM is the 
most common tool used for budget planning and cross-
channel allocation. 

Kepler offers a variety of solutions to support 
assessment, selection, implementation and use of 
marketing mix models.
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Why marketing mix models 
are relevant now

In contrast to the measurement available within individual 
platforms’ walled gardens (or within any real time reporting 
source), MMMs allow advertisers to assess the impact of 
each channel and platform on business performance in 
one comprehensive model, which enables better media 
investment decisions.

Marketing mix model benefits
• Operate independent from tags, cookie or user-level tracking
• Provide cross-channel performance insight
• Factor for incrementality
• Ability to measure short and long term impact of media in 

one model
• Account for additional operational drivers, including 

promotions, weather, seasonality and other factors



Agency relationships with several leading MMM 
providers and media partner led MMM COEs

Data collection, optimization and budget 
planning based on MMM results from various 
partners 

Marketing mix models can transform a brand’s marketing strategy, but often, implementation, adoption and actionability come with challenges.

Whether you already have an MMM partner or are seeking to evaluate and implement a solution, Kepler can help simplify, streamline and 
expedite your goals with experienced consultants with marketing measurement and technical expertise. 

CLIENT CHALLENGES KEPLER SOLUTIONS

Lack resources to evaluate MMM partner features, 
functionality, and pricing

Dedicated marketing measurement experts staffed on  
an as-needed basis

Lack appropriate technical expertise to navigate data 
transfer process

Expertise in both MMM implementation and data 
engineering to address technical complexity

Unsure how to integrate and reconcile MMM results  
with existing data

Experience building custom reconciliation process 
alongside various  measurement systems of ranging 
complexity and data availability

Marketing efforts spread thinly across internal departments 
and agencies, inhibiting adoption and actionability

Consultants with experience navigating organizational 
adoption and agency relationships will centralize KPI 
tracking to enable actionability

Consultation around vendor selection and 
the integration of MMM results into existing 
measurement systems and processes 

In-house modeling capabilities

Kepler’s MMM offering



MMM partner implementation
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Kepler’s measurement and analytics experts are experienced in leading successful marketing mix model 
implementations while simultaneously helping to drive organizational adoption and actionable integration.

PARTNER 
EVALUATION

DATA 
INTEGRATION

ORGANIZATIONAL 
ADOPTION

STRATEGIC MARKETING 
APPLICATION

Kepler applies a 
wealth of experience 
with MMM providers, 
matching client goals 
with potential partners’ 
strengths. We support 
rate negotiations to 
ensure clients receive 
market-leading pricing

Kepler data engineers 
ensure appropriate 
marketing KPIs are 
integrated seamlessly

During integration, 
Kepler works with 
senior stakeholders 
to educate teams and 
ensure successful 
adoption

Kepler leverages our 
extensive experience in 
marketing activation to 
develop and maintain 
measurement systems 
that are immediately 
actionable

Case Study

THE CHALLENGE

Sales had been in decline for 2 years 
before COVID-19 forced our client to 
re-evaluate their KPIs, media planning 
and acquisition strategies

OUR SOLUTION

• Worked with client leadership to 
refine KPIs, channel nomenclature, 
granularity, cadence, QA processes 
and action plans

• Transformed the client’s existing 
MMM into a cutting-edge 
resource for effective budgeting, 
optimization and performance 
evaluation

THE RESULTS

• MMM revealed 50% of the client’s 
marketing budget was being 
invested in underperforming media

• Client was able to re-allocate 
$2mm to higher performing 
channels

• Return on ad spend increased 
3.5%

Marketing mix model adoption and actionability for a home retailer



Taking the next step

IF YOU NEED MORE VALUE FROM 
YOUR MMM:  

• Assess what works and the key gaps in your current 
measurement strategy

• Determine if the correct stakeholders been identified 
for decision making, especially if there’s internal 
misalignment around model outputs  

• Consider how any other budget allocation tools may 
or may not complement MMM planning tools

• Assess potential providers based on your specific 
business needs

IF YOU’RE CONSIDERING AN MMM:  

• Audit your current measurement system to determine 
what role an MMM can play

• Verify alignment on key segmentations and KPIs for 
reporting across the full funnel  

• Think critically about campaign taxonomy. Is it consistent 
across channels and/or agencies? What would it take to 
create standardization within your marketing data set?

• Identify the key stakeholders to build a reporting source 
of truth through MMM; these typically include analytics, 
marketing and finance

CONTACT US  

Email us at marketing-measurement@keplergrp.com to learn more about how we can empower your organization to 
implement and/or leverage a marketing mix model.
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“Despite ever-evolving industry innovation and privacy 
regulations, marketing mix modeling has persisted as a durable 
solution to provide marketers with valuable insights across all 
channels of the media funnel. For the right client, a marketing 

mix model will unlock new opportunities, validate assumptions 
and provide signals across and within channels that have 

historically presented challenges.”
Michael Kania, AVP, Marketing Analytics and Insights at KeplerMichael Kania, AVP, Marketing Analytics and Insights at Kepler


